Spring Newsletter 2022

A healthy social life is found only when, in the mirror of
each soul, the whole community finds its reflection, and
when, in the whole community, the virtue of each one is
living.
R.S 1919

SUMMER TERM 2022

Thursday 21st April 2022

School Begins
(All Classes including Early Years)

Monday 2nd May 2022

Bank Holiday (No School)

Friday 27th May 2022

Staff In-Service Day (No School)

Half-Term: Monday 30th May to Friday 3rd June 2022

Monday 6th June 2022

Wednesday 13th July 2022
Thursday 14th July 2022

School Begins
(All Classes including Early Years)
Early Years Ends
School Ends at 1:15 p.m.
(Classes 1 to 10)

Summer Holiday: Friday 15th July to Tuesday 6th
September 2022

School News
Dear School Community
As we fast approach the end of the Spring Term, it is impressive
to appreciate the distance travelling from January to April and
all the wonderful things that have happened.
Stand out moments are (and there are too many to mention)
our Class 10 Pupil's Film of Eurythmy Making and the whole
Classes' impressive work within their GCSE Drama Devising.
Our Class 9 History of Art and Outdoor Learning Main Lesson,
our Class 8 Pupils Sponsored Cycle Ride from Brighton to Paris,
our Class 7 engagement with Simon Shirley as part of their
Explorers Main Lesson, our Class 6 initiative towards Supporting
Ukraine and Class 5’s participation in the London Eurythmy
Festival.
In addition, our Class 4 Projects within their Animal Kingdoms
Main Lesson, our Class 3's upkeep of the School Vegetable
Garden, Class 2 and Class 1's pursuit of the Outdoor Curriculum,
the introduction of Journal Time and Lego Based Learning, our
Early Years Kindness Week and success as the Early Years
Regional Winners of the Modeshift Awards 2022 and, of course,
the many new families welcomed to the Parent and Baby/Child
Groups.
We would like to thank Simon Shirley, Paul White and Simon
Pascoe for their work alongside us as peripatetic teachers to our
Middle and Upper School Classes. We would also like to praise
the supportive work and professional care that Lizzy West and
Miriam Mooncie have provided (in Bryony's absence) in holding
the reins of School Office Administration while also providing
Wellbeing Support to pupils alongside Hannah Joel and Lu
Bianchi.

We had the joy of welcoming many new pupils to the majority
of classes and families to our community. We also said farewell
to a number of people, whom we wish well in all their future
work and pathways.
Connected to which we have been able to host our first Whole
School Open Day, and In School 'Live' Tours alongside our
ongoing Virtual School Tours. Thank you to Denise Faben
(School Admissions) for her endless energy in making these
initiatives active and successful.
Enjoy your Spring Holiday and we look forward to greeting
people to their school at the commence of the Summer Term
on Thursday 21st April 2022.

Montage of Main Lesson Work

Sponsored Cycle Ride | School to the Eiffel
Tower
Elizabeth Wells Takes On A Brighton To Paris Bike Ride

This extraordinary undertaking started on Tuesday 29th March leaving at
around 7:30 a.m.
Along the way, Elizabeth hopes to raise some money for the Brightonbased charity, Rise.
You can donate by clicking here:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/elizabethwells6?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=e
lizabeth-wells6&utm_campaign=pfpemail&utm_term=a76259dd607b4d1fa3607d219e3536da.
Donating through Just Giving is simple, fast and totally secure. Once you
donate, they'll send your money directly to Rise, so it's the most efficient
way to give - saving time and cutting costs for the charity.
The entirety of this epic journey forms part of Elizabeth’s Class 8 Project we wish her strength and good luck and look forward to hearing the
stories of this adventure on her return.

Class 4
In The History of Writing Main Lesson, we learnt about how writing started
off and how it developed over the years. In our lessons we learnt about
picture, proto - cuneiform, modern day and other types of writing. We got
to write with quills and ink which everybody really enjoyed! We now have
our very own fountain pen.
Then we had The Human Being and Animal Main Lesson (Zoology) which
started with everyone choosing an animal that they enjoy learning about.
We all drew pictures and wrote about our animals, looking in reference
books for information we didn't know. After our animal project we kept
learning about animals. We looked at the cuttlefish, the snail, the harvest
mouse and some other animals.
At the moment we are having a Fractions Main Lesson. We divided shapes
into halves, quarters and thirds. Right at the beginning we cut apples and
satsumas into equal pieces to get more familiar with the different
fractions. We also learnt when we write fractions the top number is called
the numerator, the bottom number is called the denominator and the line
in between is the divisor line. We learnt about unit and non-unit fractions
and we discussed what these words mean.
In the past few weeks in our Art Lessons we started painting animals. So
far we have painted an octopus, a lion, a red deer, a giraffe and we will be
painting a bull in a spring meadow. Some of them seemed tricky at first
but they turned out to be not so difficult after all.
In our Craft Lessons we are making bags to keep our Handwork projects in.
As we’re making it we are using different kinds of stitches including
backstitch and change stitch. Once we have finished hemming the ends,
we need to embroider our names, and stitch different designs on the front
like flowers and leaves. We will then have to sew the sides together and
make a twizzle for the draw string.
In the German Lessons we are writing letters to a Class 4 in a Waldorf
School in Germany. Everyone in our Class is writing to someone in their
Class. We are also learning about how to talk about our pets in German.
By Kazmer

Class 4 Animal Paintings

Class 5

Attempted Some Tantalizing Hexameters
Tantalus, son of great Zeus
Favourite demigod mortal
Many a meal did he share
With the gods on the heights of Olympus
In turn he invited the gods
To feast in his great golden palace
He served up his son as a meal
And the rage of the gods was enormous
Swiftly he was sent to Hades
Wasted eternity in torment
Tantalus, son of great Zeus
Favourite demigod mortal
Many a meal did he share
With the gods on the heights of Olympus
In turn he invited the gods
Slaughtered his son out of selfishness
One of the gods ate a shoulder blade
The gods in outrage called for Clotho
The goddess divinely did heal him
Decide did the gods devilish punishment
Suffering tortuous thirst
For eternity never hydrated
Tantalus, son of great Zeus
Favourite demigod mortal
Many a meal did he share
With the gods on the heights of Olympus
To his palace the gods he invited
And his son he killed for a meal
Zeus made the punishment rule
Food and water there was none

For the devilish thing he did
But thirst and hunger he suffered
And afraid he was of being flattened
Tantalus, son of great Zeus
Favourite demigod mortal
Many a meal did he share
With the gods on the heights of Olympus
Slaughtered his son out of selfishness
The gods were enraged by his actions
Banished him deep down to Hades
Where he suffered thirst, hunger and fear
Tantalus, son of great Zeus
Favourite demigod mortal
Many a meal did he share
With the gods on the heights of Olympus
In return he stole some Ambrosia
And then threw a feast for the gods
With his son as the evil main course
Dire was the gods’ great rage.

Class 5
Class 5 attended the 6th Youth Eurythmy Festival on Friday 18th March at
Rudolf Steiner House.
We were working on the story of Perseus 'in shorts and longs'.
The Festival began in 2016 and we have taken students each year to share
their work, meet their peers from our sister schools and be treated to
professional eurythmy from the students in the eurythmy trainings or
professional stage groups.
For us it is a chance to move on a raked stage in an authentic theatre space,
be inspired by new ways of doing things, appreciate that all Waldorf kids do
eurythmy and it comes in many shapes and guises. We met with old friends
and made new ones, we always have fun and hopefully invite you in to see
what we have been up to soon.

Classes 8 and 9
Main Lesson - The Engine
At the start of the term, Class 8 and 9 were looking at the history and
technology of The Engine.
The idea that heat can be used to make machines move was first recorded in
Alexandria in 400BC by Hero. While his engine was simple and was not used
for anything other than amusement, it established a key idea that would
change humanity forever.
This idea lay dormant until 1714 when, in England, Thomas
Newcomen created the first functional steam engine that was used to pump
water out of coal mines.
In 1769 James Watt further developed the Newcomen Engine finding ways to
use this technology to power the factories that were being built at the time,
setting off the Industrial Revolution. The idea of using steam to create
movement was quickly used to create the first steam trains vastly changing
how people travel and transport goods.
As well as the steam engines of the Industrial Revolution, the Class took a
look at the evolution of the Internal Combustion Engine, how it works and
how it was developed as part of the evolution of the 'Horseless Carriage',
which changed personal transport forever.
It was the Internal Combustion Engine that allowed the Wright Brothers to
take the first 'heavier than air' flight in 1903, which allowed for fast travel
across land and sea, and changed the face of war during the First World War.
Further developments of the Engine after WWI led to both Germany and
Britain inventing the Jet Engine at the same time, allowing humans to travel
faster than the speed of sound. Slight adjustments to this idea formed the
creation of the Rocket Ship, and for the first time permitted humans to build
space craft to leave the Earth, visit the Moon, and explore the outer solar
system.
As part of this Main Lesson, the Class was taken to the local garage to look at
cars, and to speak with experts about cars and engines and how they work. In
addition the concept of the engine allowed for a context to further develop

the students understanding of basic principles in Physics and Chemistry, in
preparation for their GCSE exams.
This Main Lesson provided an interesting and important part of human
history and helped the students to better understand how engines work, and
how they affect the world that we live in.

Class 9
Class 9 has just finished 'The Origins of Art' Main Lesson. It has been quite a
journey beginning in Africa over 80,000 years ago and following Modern
Humans into Europe, across Asia and into Australia, across NE Asia into
Beringia and then down through the Americas.
We looked particularly at the first signs of cave art in Africa, the cave art in
Europe, Australian Aboriginal art and we ended for now with the relatively
modern artwork of the Northwest Coastal cultures of Canada.
We found ourselves discussing aspects of Geography, Geology, Climatology,
Genetics, Evolution, Ecology, Physics and the most enlightening discussion
about time. We discussed the nature of humans, the urge to produce
artwork, the possible purposes of it. Out in the forest school area we ground
our own pigments, we made some shell jewellery and did some flint
knapping.
We finished by creating a cardboard totem pole for our class and the School.
It is nearly complete and will be up on the main stairwell after the holidays.
Here are a few pics of the spirit animals we chose.
There were vast amounts we couldn't possibly cover but we certainly
achieved the main purpose which was 'connection' - a connection with our
ancestors, and an understanding of their connection with the Earth.
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